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Abstract—This paper presents a novel design methodology for
ultralow-power design using subthreshold leakage as the operating
current (suitable for medium frequency of operation: tens to hun-
dreds of millihertz). Standard design techniques suitable for super-
threshold design can be used in the subthreshold region. However,
in this study, it has been shown that a complete co-design at all
levels of hierarchy (device, circuit, and architecture) is necessary to
reduce the overall power consumption while achieving acceptable
performance (hundreds of millihertz) in the subthreshold regime
of operation. Simulation results of co-design on a five-tap finite-im-
pulse-response filter shows 2.5 improvement in throughput at
iso-power compared to a conventional design.

Index Terms—Parallelization and pipelining, pseudo-NMOS
logic, subthreshold logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT years, the demand for power-sensitive designs
has grown significantly. This tremendous demand has mainly

been due to the fast growth of battery-operated portable appli-
cations such as notebook and laptop computers, personal digital
assistants, cellular phones, and other portable communication
devices. Further, due to the aggressive scaling of transistor sizes
for high-performance applications, not only does subthreshold
leakage current increase exponentially, but also gate leakage and
reverse biased source–substrate and drain–substrate junction
band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) currents increase significantly
[1]–[3]. The unwanted tunneling currents may severely limit
the functionality of the devices. In the VLSI system design
space, considerable attention has been given to the design of
medium/high-performance circuits (clock rates of several hun-
dreds of millihertz) with power as a constraint. Well-known
methods include: voltage scaling [4], [5], switching activity re-
duction [6], [7], architectural techniques such as pipelining and
parallelism, and computer-aided design (CAD) issues of device
sizing, interconnect [8], [9], and logic [10], [11] optimization.
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Fig. 1. (a) Architecture of the device. (b) Schematic showing the different
capacitance components.

However, these methods are not sufficient in many applica-
tions such as portable computing gadgets medical electronics,
where ultralow power consumption with medium frequency of
operation (tens to hundreds of millihertz) is the primary require-
ment. To cope with this, several novel design techniques have
been proposed. Energy recovery or quasi-adiabatic techniques
promise to reduce power in computation by orders of magnitude.
However, this involves the use of high-quality inductors, which
makes integration difficult [12]. More recently, design of digital
subthreshold logic was investigated with transistors operated in
the subthreshold region (supply voltage corresponding to
Logic 1, less than the threshold voltage of the transistor)
[13], [14]. In this technique, the subthreshold leakage current
of the device is used for computation.

Due to the exponential – characteristics of the transistor
[the schematic is shown in Fig. 1(a)], subthreshold logic gates
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Fig. 2. (a) Region of operation of digital subthreshold logic. (b) Average power
consumption of an inverter driving another inverter for different technology
nodes. Note that all of the inverters are operating at iso-performance (a delay of
3.4 ns for each stage). The corresponding V ’s used to achieve the performance
are 500 mV (250 nm), 425 mV (180 nm), 280 mV (90 nm), and 200 mV (50 nm).
The 250- and 180-nm devices are standard TSMC devices and the 90 and 50 nm
are obtained from [15]. Note that, with technology scaling, the average power
consumption decreases in the subthreshold regime at iso-transistor performance.

provide near ideal voltage transfer characteristics (VTCs). Fur-
thermore, in the subthreshold region, the transistor input capac-
itance is less than that of strong inversion operation. The tran-
sistor input capacitance, in subthreshold is a combination
of intrinsic [oxide capacitance ( and depletion capacitance
( )] and parasitic [overlap capacitance , fringing capac-
itance ] [see Fig. 1(b)] and is given by [15]

(1)

In contrast, the input capacitance in strong inversion
operation is dominated by the oxide capacitance. Due
to the smaller capacitance and lower supply voltage
( threshold voltage of the transistor ), digital subthreshold
circuits consume less power than their strong inversion counter-
part at a particular frequency of operation. However, since the
subthreshold leakage current is used as the operating current

in subthreshold operation, these circuits cannot be operated
at very high frequencies. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the region of
operation for digital subthreshold operation.

Technology scaling in modern-day VLSI circuits has resulted
in an exponential growth in the transistor performance at the
sacrifice of both dynamic as well as static power. If performance
is not the key, then the obvious doubt is whether scaling (vertical
as well as lateral) is necessary for subthreshold logic. Since
the target applications of subthreshold logic comprise of clock
frequencies in the range of tens to hundreds of millihertz, it might
appear that an aggressively scaled technology is unnecessary for
its implementation. A 500- or 250-nm technology node can de-
liver the required performance for these applications. However,
technology scaling reaps the high benefits of: 1) oxide thickness

scaling and 2) length scaling. As the oxide is thinned, the
gate control on the channel increases, thereby improving the sub-
threshold slope of the device. In other words, a scaled device can
deliver a required (at iso- ) at a lower supply voltage
compared to a nonscaled device. Further, the reduced device
length results in a reduction in the total capacitance (both gate
capacitance as well as junction capacitances). Consequently, the
power to switch from one state (on/off) to another (off/on), which
is called dynamic power, reduces. Fig. 2(b) shows how tech-
nology scaling can reduce the total average power consumption
of an inverter (driving an identical inverter) in the subthreshold
region of operation, all operating at the same frequency. As the
technology is scaled, the can be reduced for iso-performance
[500 mV (250 nm), 425 mV (180 nm), 280 mV (90 nm), and
200 mV (50 nm) for a delay of 3.4 ns]. This, coupled with the
reduced capacitance, results in a sharp decrease in the power
consumption of the inverter chain, as can be seen from Fig. 2(b).
Hence, technology scaling results in reduction in the power
consumption and is essential even in the subthreshold domain.

In this new paradigm of computation with leakage, unfortu-
nately, conventional wisdom can deliver low-power systems but
fails to provide the optimal or near-optimal solution. For sub-
threshold operation, the lowest power for a given throughput
can be achieved only by a complete co-design in all the aspects
of device, circuit, and architecture design.

Fig. 3 illustrates the power versus throughput of a five-tap
conventional finite-impulse response (FIR) filter (a typical
signal processing application). On one hand, conventionally
we have the high-performance and high-power regime. As the

is scaled, both the throughput and power reduces until
we reach the subthreshold domain of operation. In this paper,
we will endeavor to improve the throughput of this system at
iso-power in the subthreshold region by device/circuit/archi-
tectural techniques. To the best of our knowledge, for the first
time, this paper investigates the modeling and optimization of
digital subthreshold logic units from the aspects of devices,
circuits, as well as architecture to provide ultralow-power
digital operation suitable for the medium frequency range (tens
to hundred of millihertz) of applications, Thus, we provide
a complete methodology to digital subthreshold design to
achieve minimum power consumption. We have selected the
50-nm technology to demonstrate our design methodology (by
50 nm, we mean the effective length of the device). This
corresponds to a 90-nm technology node as defined by ITRS.
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Fig. 3. Power-throughput tradeoff of a five-tap FIR filter. The corresponding
V ’s are shown.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we develop a device optimization methodology
suited for subthreshold operation. The choice of circuit styles
in the subthreshold domain is elaborated on in Section III. The
architectural techniques to achieve higher throughput at lower
power in the subthreshold region is discussed in Section IV.
Finally, we bring forth the effects of variation in Section V and
draw conclusions in Section VI.

II. DEVICE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In all of the previous work, standard transistors were oper-
ated in the subthreshold region to implement subthreshold logic.
Standard transistors are the “super-threshold transistors” that
are used for ultrahigh-performance design. It is only prudent
to investigate if the standard transistors are well suited for sub-
threshold operation. In [16], the authors have reported a device
optimization strategy for subthreshold operation. This will be
described here, in brief, for the convenience of the readers.

Scaled device technologies demand nonuniform doping pro-
files to provide good control on the electrical characteristics
of the device. It is an established fact that, for scaled super-
threshold transistors, it is essential to have halo and retrograde
doping to suppress the short-channel effects. The main functions
of halo doping and retrograde wells are to reduce drain-induced
barrier lowering (DIBL), to prevent body punch-through, and
to control the threshold voltage of the device independent of
its subthreshold slope. However, in subthreshold operation, it is
worthwhile to note that the overall supply bias is small (on the
order of 150–400 mV). Consequently, the effects of DIBL and
body punch-through are extremely low. Further, as long as we
have a fixed , better subthreshold slope implies a better
device. Since our interest is in the region below the threshold
voltage, the threshold voltage of the device is not of any interest
to us as long as we meet a predefined and . Hence, it can
be qualitatively argued that the halo and retrograde doping are
not essential for subthreshold device design [3]. The absence of
the halo and retrograde doping has the following implications:

• a simplified process technology in terms of process steps
and cost;

• a significant reduction of the junction capacitances.

The halo regions near the source–substrate and the drain–sub-
strate regions significantly increase the junction capacitances,
thereby increasing the switching power and the delay of the
logic gates. The absence of the halo/retrograde doping will re-
duce this junction capacitance.

It should, however, be noted that the doping profile in the
optimized devices should have a high-to-low doping profile. It is
necessary to have a low doping level in the bulk of the device to:

• reduced the capacitance of the bottom junction;
• reduced substrate noise effects and parasitic latch-up

problems.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of possible device-level op-

timization, we start with the super-halo standard devices,1 model
subthreshold current, and junction capacitance and then opti-
mize the doping profile for subthreshold operation. The device
under consideration has an effective channel length of 50 nm
and an oxide thickness of 2 nm.

A. Modeling Subthreshold Current ( ) and Junction
Capacitance

In this section, we present a general approach to formulate the
model for the junction capacitance, the depletion capacitance,
and the subthreshold current of a MOSFET. The models will
be used to evaluate the subthreshold circuits. The formulation,
which was developed for NMOS transistors, can be easily ex-
tended to PMOS transistors. Device structures with Gaussian-
shaped channel (“super halo” channel doping) and source/drain
(S/D) doping profiles have been considered while deriving these
models. A schematic of the device structure (symmetric about
the middle of the channel) is shown in Fig. 1(a). The two-dimen-
sional (2-D) Gaussian doping profile in the channel
and S/D can be represented as [17]

where

(2)

and

Similarly, the S/D doping can be represented as

where

(3)

and

1[Online]. Available: http://www-mtl.mit.edu/Well
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where and represent the peak “halo” and S/D doping,
respectively, and is the constant uniform doping in the
bulk and is much less compared to contributions from Gaussian
profiles at and near the channel and S/D regions. Parameters

, and control the positions
and , and control the variances of
the Gaussian profiles in channel and S/D regions [17]. Unless
otherwise specified in this paper, we have used NMOS
and PMOS transistors with nm, m,
and channel doping profile m, m

m, m, m, and the
S/D profile from footnote 1.

In the subthreshold state of a device , the current
flowing from the drain to the source of a transistor is known
as the subthreshold current. The subthreshold current flowing
through a transistor is given by [15]

(4)

where is the effective channel doping, is the sur-
face potential, is the body-effect coefficient related to the
subthreshold swing, and is the thermal voltage given by

. Using the charge sharing model and following the
procedure given in footnote 1, the threshold voltage can be
expressed as

(5)

where is the flat-band voltage, is the zero bias surface
potential, is the body factor, is the oxide
capacitance, is the depletion layer thickness, is a fitting
parameter , and is the narrow-width correction
factor given in [15]. is the reduction of the surface poten-
tial of short-channel devices from its zero bias value due
to short-channel effects like DIBL and roll-off [15]. Dif-
ferent parameters in the above model depend on the effective
channel and S/D doping [15]. We have evaluated the effec-
tive channel and S/D doping considering the
exact 2-D Gaussian doping profile [given in (2), (3)] given as
follows:

(6)

where is the S/D area, is
the gate and the S/D overlap length, and is the S/D length
as shown in Fig. 1(a).

is the area of the channel region which is
under the influence of gate. To calculate the effective doping,

is assumed to be since most of the depletion charge is
confined in the region to . Since we have consid-
ered the exact Gaussian nature of the doping profile (instead of
approximating it as step profile as described in [15]), we have
been able to capture the effect of change in the doping profile
more accurately.

The inverse subthreshold slope ( ) for the short-channel de-
vice, considering the penetration of the drain-induced electric
fields in the center of the channel is given by

(7a)

where the body effect coefficient is given by

(7b)

For a symmetric device, the capacitance expressions for the
drain and source junctions will be identical. Hence, here we have
considered only the drain junction. The junction capacitance is
given by

(8)

where and are the doping concentrations on the two sides
of the junction, is the built-in potential across the junction,
and is the potential applied across the junction. The length
is the length of the junction and is the effective width of the
NMOS. To obtain an accurate analytical estimate of the total
junction capacitance, we can apply the “rectangular junction”
approximation. Using this approximation, the total capacitance
at the drain junction is given by

(9)

where and are given by

(10)

and are found by solving the following equations:

(11)
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Fig. 4. (a) ID—V characteristics of the optimized and the standard device.
(b) Power–delay product (PDP) of an inverter (driving an identical inverter) with
standard and redesigned optimized devices.

For simplicity, we have considered and (for
the side junction) and and (for the bottom
junction).

B. Device Optimization

It has already been qualitatively argued that, for typical sub-
threshold operation, the highly doped halo regions can be re-
moved. This would increase the and for very low values of
the overall doping concentration the subthreshold slope too will
be affected. The increase in and can be compensated for
by increasing , and, for the simplified process technology,
it will be useful if the high-to-low doping profile
can be used. For the purpose of our comparison, we keep the
constant. A channel doping concentration of 3.8 1018 cm
gives an OFF current of 1 nA/ m at mV (the same
as the standard device). Further, the subthreshold slope of this
optimized device ( 83 mV/decade) is better than that of the
standard device ( 90 mV/decade). This can be noted by com-
paring the currents of the two devices in Fig. 4(a). Another
important aspect for the optimized subthreshold device is the
junction capacitance. The junction capacitance of the optimized
device is lower than the standard device because of lower overall
junction doping and the removal of halo doping. In compar-
ison to – F/ m for the standard device, the

junction capacitance (by analytical model and verified using
MEDICI simulations) is – F/ m for the op-
timized device. Hence, the junction capacitance decreases by
approximately 35%. The intrinsic device capacitance [oxide ca-
pacitance and depletion capacitance ], however, re-
mains unaffected. The depletion capacitance remains the same
because the depletion region extends until , which has not
been changed here. This results in a reduction of 17% of the
total capacitance as defined in (1). Thus, the optimized sub-
threshold device has a better and a lower junction capacitance
at iso- conditions.

Note that this optimized device is suited for subthreshold op-
eration only. In the super-threshold region, these devices will
not work because of extremely high SCE (due to the absence
of halo implants) at higher . In the optimized subthreshold
device, by removing the super halo regions (since lower re-
duces DIBL and SCE), we have effectively reduced the junction
capacitances and improved the subthreshold slope at iso- .
Consequently, we get significant improvement in the PDP of
circuits built with the optimized devices as compared to the
standard devices. Fig. 4(b) illustrates how the PDP of an in-
verter driving an identical inverter can be reduced by using the
optimized devices. By PDP, we mean the switching energy,
i.e., the energy required to switch the state from ZERO to ONE

or vice versa.

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we will seek further improvement in PDP
by proper choice of circuit style in subthreshold domain. We
will first establish the superiority of pseudo-NMOS logic
over conventional CMOS logic in the subthreshold region
(Section III-A) and propose analytical models for computing
gate-level delay and power (Sections III-B and III-C).

A. Subpseudo-NMOS Logic

Pseudo-NMOS logic is faster than static CMOS due to
smaller load capacitance and shorter interconnects. However,
in order to utilize pseudo-NMOS logic, the drawbacks of
ratioed logic such as large static current consumption and
degradation in static noise margin should be carefully taken
into account. Pseudo-NMOS logic in the subthreshold region
(subpseudo-NMOS) inherits the advantages it has in the strong
inversion such as higher performance and smaller area. In
addition to this, the drawbacks of ratioed logic are relieved in
the subthreshold region [18]. This is mainly because, in the
subthreshold region, the drain current saturates and becomes
independent of for (78 mV at 300 K). Note
that a transistor in strong inversion region (super-threshold)
only enters the saturation region when ,
which gives a much narrower saturation region and, thus, an
undesirable voltage transfer characteristic (VTC). However, the
output voltage of pseudo-NMOS in subthreshold region swings
for almost rail-to-rail and thus provides a high noise margin.
This can be noted from Fig. 5. When both the super-threshold
and subthreshold pseudo-NMOS gates are sized for identical
low-to-high and high-to-low delays, the subthreshold gate
provides a better noise margin and a sharper VTC.
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Fig. 5. VTC of a subthreshold and a super-threshold transistor designed using
pseudo-NMOS logic. Both gates have been sized for minimum delay. Note that
the subthreshold transistor has a higher gain and a better noise margin than the
super-threshold design.

Fig. 6. PDP of an inverter in CMOS and subpseudo-NMOS logic styles made
with the optimized devices driving (a) an identical inverter, (b) four identical
inverters, and (c) the total power of an inverter driving an identical inverter as a
function of switching activity.

Subpseudo-NMOS is also more efficient than sub-CMOS in
terms of PDP. Simulation results of a pseudo-NMOS inverter
(driving an identical inverter as well as a fan-out of four) and a
CMOS inverter are compared in Fig. 6(a) and (b). We observe
that, in the subthreshold region, pseudo-NMOS gives approx-
imately 20% improvement in PDP compared to CMOS. The
reason behind the lower PDP in subpseudo-NMOS is the smaller
delay. Further, in the subthreshold region, the static short circuit
current is also a weak inversion current, which is relatively much
less significant than in super-threshold. Therefore, we propose
the use of pseudo-NMOS logic in the subthreshold domain.

However, it should be noted that the pseudo-NMOS logic
style suffers from a static leakage when the pull-down network

Fig. 7. Different current components in the inverter when V (t) ramps up.

in ON. In the subthreshold domain, however, this ON current
is orders of magnitude smaller than super-threshold. Hence, in
cases where the switching activity is extremely low, the total
power consumption in the pseudo-NMOS logic gate can be po-
tentially higher than CMOS. Fig. 6(c) plots the total power con-
sumption of an inverter driving an identical inverter for varying
switching activities. It can be noted that, for switching activity
above 6%, pseudo-NMOS logic operates at lower power con-
sumption than CMOS.

B. Modeling Delay of Primitive Logic Gates

In order to evaluate the implications of the device-level opti-
mization on circuit and architecture, it is necessary to model the
delay and power (both dynamic as well as static) of the primi-
tive logic gates. It should be noted that, in the subthreshold re-
gion, the leakage is the drain current at =0 and the ON cur-
rent is at . Let us consider an inverter (shown
in Fig. 7) with an output load capacitance of CL. Let us first as-
sume that CL is constant. We have previously argued that, for
subthresholdoperation, the device – parametersof interest are

and . for the optimized NMOS device
is 1 nA/ m and mV/decade at mV. For the
corresponding PMOS device, we have engineered the gate work
function to obtain the same as NMOS. Now,
consider a ramp input (going from 0 to to the NMOS
of a pseudo-NMOS inverter. Let us denote the subthreshold cur-
rent which is a function of and (4) by .
The discharging current of the load capacitor is
obtained by self -consistently solving the following equations:

(12a)

(12b)

The delay ( ) of the inverter can be obtained from the
following:

(13)

The same technique can be used to evaluate the low-to-high
transition at the inverter output. Note that, in reality, is not a
constant but actually depends on . It is evaluated by simply
adding the voltage-dependent input capacitance of the load
and the junction capacitances of the driver transistors

(14)
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where is given by (1). For multiple fan-out gates, the is
suitably adjusted.

The same methodology can be used for evaluating the delay
of NAND and NOR gates. In case of a NAND gate, we assume I2 to
be an equivalent discharging current through the NMOS stack.
The role of charge sharing by the internal node in case of the
NAND stack is incorporated by assuming

(15)

where is a capacitance fitting parameter.
Fig. 8 illustrates how the delay of the three primitive gates de-

pends on the . It can be noted that the simulation results from
the model described above closely match with MEDICI simula-
tion. It can be noted that the subpseudo-NMOS gates (with the
optimized devices) have minimum delay.

C. Modeling Power of Logic Gates

The total power of the logic gate consists of a dynamic com-
ponent and a static component. In our model, we have used

(16)

where is the activity of the logic gate, is the clock frequency,
and is its leakage current.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the previous sections, we have deduced that, for sub-
threshold operation, it is prudent to optimize the transistors
so as to reduce the junction capacitance (and make the sub-
threshold slope better). From a circuit perspective, we have
demonstrated that subpseudo-NMOS has an advantage in terms
of PDP over conventional CMOS. In this section, we explore
the design space at the architectural level. Since the primary
objective of system design in subthreshold operation is low
power, we focus on searching the design space for minimizing
total power while maintaining a target throughput (or maxi-
mizing throughput at a constant power). Further, it may not
be possible to meet a target throughput by device and circuit
optimization only. Hence, it is necessary to exploit architectural
level techniques to obtain higher throughput at lower power.

Parallelism and pipelining are two important ways to im-
prove system performance during architectural synthesis.
Typically, they represent a tradeoff between area/power and
system throughput. Parallelism is associated with incorporating
more hardware resources to increase throughput. However,
more parallel elements result in increased leakage power and
die area. On the other hand, the idea of a pipelined design
is associated with increasing operating frequency (and hence
throughput), by breaking the critical signal propagation path
of a circuit into multiple smaller paths (with latch insertion
at appropriate places) [19]. However, the increase in number
of pipeline stages corresponds to an increase in overhead due
to latches (in terms of die area and power) and latency of
operation.

The reduction in supply voltage is a popular choice to reduce
power dissipation since it renders quadratic savings in dynamic

Fig. 8. Delay versus V of (a) an inverter, (b) a NAND gate, and (c) a NOR

gate. The load for all of the gates is an inverter.

power. The performance loss due to supply voltage scaling can
be compensated by architectural means using more parallel re-
sources or increasing the number of pipeline stages as men-
tioned above. However, in the subthreshold region, the dynamic
power constitutes a smaller percentage of the total power than
in super-threshold. This can be understood from the following:
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Fig. 9. For a five-tap FIR filter at 10 MIPS: (a) variation of power with number of pipeline stages (one parallel unit) and (b) variation of power with number of
parallel units (one pipeline stage). V has been adjusted in each case to achieve the right throughput.

• the gate input capacitance is lower than its super-threshold
counterpart;

• the operating voltage as well as the operating fre-
quency are lower than in the super-threshold design.

Even for the same frequency of operation, a subthreshold de-
sign has lower dynamic power than the super-threshold design.
Consequently, even in the active mode of the circuit, the leakage
power is a significant portion of the total power.

To maintain a constant throughput, we can lower if we
incorporate more parallel processing units. This, of course,
decreases the dynamic power of the system. However, the
leakage power increases steadily (because of more number of
processing units) and very soon becomes a dominant portion
of the total power. In subthreshold operation this trade-off be-
comes apparent for a relatively lesser number of parallel units.
Hence, contrary to belief that parallelization can ideally reduce
power for constant throughput (by aggressively scaling ), in
subthreshold it is necessary to judiciously choose the number
of parallel units such that the total power
is minimized. This can be noted from Fig. 9(a).

Pipelining also offers a power–frequency tradeoff in terms of
the contributions from the latches. The latches contribute sig-
nificantly not only to the dynamic but also to the leakage power.
Hence, the number of pipeline stages need to be chosen so that
the total power is minimized
[as shown in Fig. 9(b)]. Thus, there is a need for identifying the
global optimal in terms of number of parallel units and pipeline
stages as depicted in Fig. 10. The total system power can be es-
timated as

(17)

where is the number of parallel units, is the number
of pipeline stages, and is the number of latches required per
stage.

Fig. 10. Choice of optimal N and N for lowest power consumption at a
target throughput (= 10 MIPS in this case for a five-tap FIR filter). Note the
global minima.

Fig. 11 illustrates the flow-diagram for choosing the optimal
number of and so that the total system power for a
target throughput is minimized. Let us consider the 8-b five-tap
FIR filter whose power-performance tradeoff was previously
illustrated in Fig. 3. We have used the optimized devices to
implement subpseudo-NMOS logic. Further, the design has
been optimally pipelined and parallelized. This entails consid-
erable improvement in throughput for iso-power, as illustrated
in Fig. 12. First, at iso-power, we improve the throughput by
device optimization and then by switching to pseudo-NMOS.
Next, we implemented an optimal pipelining/paralleliza-
tion strategy to increase throughput. It can be noted that the
throughput obtained in the process is two to nine times higher
that of the conventional design (at iso-power). We have also
applied the optimal parallelization/pipelining techniques to the
conventional FIR design in the subthreshold region to achieve
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Fig. 11. Flow diagram for choosing the optimal number of parallel units (N )
and pipeline stages (N ) for minimum power at a target throughput.

Fig. 12. Throughput versus power of a five-tap FIR filter (refer to
Fig. 1). Note how device optimization, choice of circuit style, and optimal
parallelization/pipelining can significantly improve throughput at iso-power.

higher throughput. Nevertheless, with the device/circuit/archi-
tectural optimizations discussed so far, the throughput obtained

Fig. 13. Throughput versus power of a five-tap FIR filter with standard
devices designed in CMOS style with optimal pipelining/parallelization
(bottom line) and optimized devices in pseudo-NMOS style with optimal
parallelization/pipelining (top line).

Fig. 14. (a) Schematic diagram of an 8-b ALU (c880) from ISCAS’85
benchmark. (b) Throughput versus power of the circuit in (a). Note how device
optimization, choice of circuit style, and optimal parallelization/pipelining can
dramatically improve throughput at iso-power.

is more than two times better (for iso-power) than that for the
conventional design (Fig. 13).

The same technique has also been applied to an 8-b ALU
(ISCAS’85 benchmark), shown in Fig. 14(a). As before,
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Fig. 15. Variation of I and S with (a) L and (b) temperature for the standard and the optimized devices.

Fig. 16. Variation of throughput of the FIR filter (single pipeline stage and one
parallel unit) with temperature.

we were able to achieve significantly higher throughput at
iso-power by optimization at the device/circuit/architectural
levels [Fig. 14(b)].

V. EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS AND NOISE

Like any super-threshold design, subthreshold logic is also
affected by process, temperature and variations. Process
variation is of primal concern in the device performance. Since
we have optimized devices for better PDP, it is important to in-
vestigate its process tolerance. Fig. 15(a) illustrates the vari-
ation of and with channel length for the standard de-
vice and the optimized devices (at mV) . Note
that the optimized device always has better and has compa-
rable variation as the standard device. The impact of the
operating temperature on and have been illustrated in
Fig. 15(b). The optimized device and the standard device both
show almost identical increase in the OFF current and a linear

TABLE I
WORST CASE NOISE MARGIN (IN VOLTS) OF AN INVERTER

IN CMOS AND PSEUDO-NMOS LOGIC STYLES

increase in . Note that an increase in the operating tempera-
ture increases the operating current in subthreshold region and,
hence, affects system performance favorably by making the cir-
cuits faster. Fig. 16 illustrates the variation of throughput of the
previously described FIR filter with temperature. variations
do play an important role in subthreshold domain since the cur-
rent is exponentially dependent on . Hence, a careful design
of the power grid is critical. Then again, with smaller switching
currents, fluctuations are negligible in the subthreshold
domain.

Another important aspect of the subthreshold domain of de-
vice operation is the reduced noise margin. Since the operating

is low, both static (for CMOS) and dynamic (for DOMINO
Logic) noise margins get affected. Further, use of the pseudo-
NMOS logic family degrades the output low voltage and the
corresponding noise margin. Table I shows how the worst case
static noise margin changes as the is scaled down for an in-
verter. We have defined the noise margin as in [19]. For pseudo-
NMOS, the noise margin corresponding to logic ZERO output
is much lower. Hence, we have considered it as the worst case
noise margin.
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From Table I, it can be noted that the worst case noise margin
degrades as the supply voltage is scaled down. This is often been
identified as a critical bottleneck to design of ultralow-voltage
circuits. However, a crucial thing to note is that, in the sub-
threshold region, the transconductance gain of the transistor in-
creases. As a result, the voltage transfer characteristics become
sharper. This can be noted from the noise margin expressed as a
fraction of . For CMOS logic, the noise margin (normalized
with respect to ) increases from 0.42 to 0.45 whereas, for
pseudo-NMOS, it increases from 0.21 to 0.35. Thus, although
the absolute value of the noise margin decreases as the voltage
is scaled down, the noise margin normalized with respect to the

increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a design methodology in all levels of hier-
archy (device, circuit, and architecture) for ultralow-power dig-
ital subthreshold operation. We have demonstrated that conven-
tional design techniques are not optimal for subthreshold design.
By proper co-design, it is possible to obtain hundreds of mega-
hertz of performance in subthreshold systems while dissipating
much lower consumption compared to its super-threshold (stan-
dard) counterpart.
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